SAFE CARE AND HANDLING OF RABBITS
CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Directions: Using the Clover Safe information, choose the best words for the blank spots in
the DOWN and ACROSS clues below and put the words in the cross-word puzzle above.

DOWN
1. Never pick a rabbit up by its ___.
3. Always wash your hands with ___ and water after handling a rabbit.
4. Initially touch a rabbit by gently ___ its back.
5. Healthy rabbits require ____.
7. Never ___ a rabbit for fun.

ACROSS
2. A rabbit considers a ___ to be a treat.
4. A rabbit should be carefully picked up to protect its ___.
6. The rabbit cage or pen should be large enough for the rabbit to ___ down.
8. If a rabbit does not respond to your attention, then you should leave it ___.
9. Rabbits have a well developed sense of ___.

1. Never pick a rabbit up by its ___.
3. Always wash your hands with ___ and water after handling a rabbit.
4. Initially touch a rabbit by gently ___ its back.
5. Healthy rabbits require ____.
7. Never ___ a rabbit for fun.

DOW  N
1. Never pick a rabbit up by its ____.
3. Always wash your hands with ___ and water after handling a rabbit.
4. Initially touch a rabbit by gently ___ its back.
5. Healthy rabbits require ____.
7. Never ___ a rabbit for fun.

ACROSS
2. A rabbit considers a ___ to be a treat.
4. A rabbit should be carefully picked up to protect its ___.
6. The rabbit cage or pen should be large enough for the rabbit to ___ down.
8. If a rabbit does not respond to your attention, then you should leave it ___.
9. Rabbits have a well developed sense of ____.